Boregloaf's Epilogue:

One evening, about three months after the death of Chak-Tha, Lanrezac was just leaving the mansion when he heard a yell. He turned around to see Boregloaf, Captain of the Mansion Guard, running towards him.

"Wait!"

"Yes, Boregloaf?"

"You're a smart lacewing. Do you--" Boregloaf's voice dropped to a whisper. "--happen to know where the temple for Kyrophius is located in this town?"

"I'm afraid not. Why?"

"I've been searching for it, but I haven't had any luck."

Lanrezac looked strangely at Boregloaf. "I must admit, I can't see you worshipping Kyrophius."

"No, no, it's not that. It's... never mind. Just a thought."

"Wait a minute. You still aren't worried about more assassins, are you?"

"Just wanted to keep an eye out for things, that's all."

"Well, don't wear yourself out worrying. Their leader is dead and we haven't seen or heard of any new assassination attempts for three months. Most worshippers of Kyrophius are probably as in the dark about it as you are." Lanrezac thought for a moment. "More in the dark than you are, actually."

Boregloaf stared off into the distance. "Yes, I suppose. Still, I'll probably keep searching. Even if I haven't found the temple, I've had good luck so far."

"What do you mean?"

"Sometimes I see someone and think, 'well, they look furtive. Maybe they'll lead me to Kyrophius' temple,' so I follow them. They never do, of course, but a surprising number of them will try to pick someone's pocket." Boregloaf smiled.


Kundak's Epilogue:

After witnessing the destruction rampaging Selos firsthand, Kundak decided to retreat to the great temple of Phol-Phoram where he had been an apprentice. The high priest welcomed him like a prodigal son, but all the fanfare made Kundak realize that he was much more suited to the life of a traveling priest than that of a spiritual recluse. Kundak would soon be bestowed the official title of priest, but Kundak's heart lay elsewhere.


Lanrezac's Epilogue:

After returning to Quera, Lanrezac initially struggled with a sense of disappointment; the journey to Sarden had not achieved all that he had hoped, despite slaying Chak-Tha and avenging the death of Lord Hakkel and the other Querans who perished. However, he soon put aside his disappointment to pursue other matters. First, following the mission to Sarden, he recorded his experiences, and sent them off to the University of Oossfa. His far away colleagues all found his tales of boom squirrels, magically hallucinated boar, Khielek’s people, the canopy drake, and wretched hive of scum and villainy that is Sarden quite interesting. 

When Zarusa offered Lanrezac a job as her assistant, he eagerly accepted the chance to pursue several of his goals at once. Lanrezac’s close encounter of the divine kind continued to impact him powerfully; a position of influence with Zarusa enabled him to keep working to uphold justice and honor Sliros. Zarusa was of course quite powerful, but even she benefited from Lanrezac’s words of wisdom at times. When not advising her, he served as a sort of ambassador, roving emissary, or courier. As he traveled on errands for Zarusa, he seized every chance he got to visit ruins and other sites of historical interest, taking notes as always. 

Lanrezac also cultivated his friendships with the interesting and friendly people he encountered on his journey across Selos. He visited Khielek and his tribe several times, and from them, and Nixak, learned their language, eventually writing a grammar explaining it and getting the university to publish it. Rebuilding Quera and restoring peace took much work, and while in Quera, Lanrezac would work with Boregloaf as she worked kept order. The exception was Vitze; if ever Lanrezac knew she was around, he would try to be somewhat respectful (though he didn’t always succeed), but would never, ever, trust her.


Nixak's Epilogue:

The weeks following the party's return to Quera went faster then the weeks before. Within a week Zarusa called on Nixak to meet with her and she discussed at length what she wanted him to do. To his great surprise she informed him that she wanted him to be her liaison working with the humans in the near by jungle and establish communication and a good relation between Quera and them.

Two days later he found himself and two of the local city guards back in the jungle trudging towards where he remembered Khielik and his people lived. After several days wandering Nixak and the guards managed to find one of the many human villages. They were promptly taken captive and almost killed. The only reason they lived was because of Nixak and his ability to speak with the humans in their own language thanks to Khielik's amulet that he still wore.

Nixak and the city guards spent several days under heavy human guard in a small hut. The humans had taken their weapons and supplies but provided them with food and water. At dusk on the second day Nixak and the guards where pulled out of the small hut and brought to another hut where they met Khielik.

Khielik recognized Nixak immediately. The following conversation between them went very well. After Nixak explained why he had come seeking Khielik and his people they were sent back to the small hut. The following day Khielik came to their hut and told Nixak that he had accepted Zarusa's wish of communication between their people. Nixak sent the two guards back to Quera with this report but stayed behind with Khielik. 

After several months of living with Khielik's people he was able to garner some trust amongst them. He was not one of them but he quickly learned and adapted to their ways. With Khielik's permission he returned to Quera along with two human guards.

After being debriefed by Zarusa and harshly rebuked for having taken so long in returning, Nixak presented the idea that trade should be established between the humans and Quera. Zarusa agreed that it would be beneficial and Nixak returned to the jungle to make that idea become a reality.

Khielik rejected the idea of open trade flat out. If it had not been for the persistence of two human trades men that Nixak had met earlier, that expressed desires to sell in Quera, Khielik would have sent Nixak back to Quera immediately. After a few days an agreement was reached to send these two tradesmen to Quera with an escort to sell their goods and see how the city's people responded to them.

Nixak left ahead of the tradesmen and returned to Quera. He explained how the two trades men were coming to sell their wares and to see how they would be received. Zarusa gave Nixak the resources to make sure that the humans were tended to and helped them set up a place in the city's market to sell their goods.

The city's reaction was one of wonder, fear, and distrust. Despite the mixed reaction the humans quickly sold their goods and within four days time had returned to the jungle. Nixak also returned to the jungle and then back to Quera a dozen more times before it was agreed that those same two human trades men would be allowed to sell their goods in Quera once every month.

During the time that Nixak was not trying to bring Quera and the humans closer together he spent it in refection of his life and also in study of the silver scepter and its purpose. While he was not able to garner a full understanding of the scepters powers he did learn that it allowed him to focus his mind and enhance his mental abilities.

He used the scepter to place powerful wards on his own mind to keep others from getting into it. He remembered what happened in Sarden and how easily his mind's defenses were overcome. He could still feel that presence that had invaded his mind out there somewhere and he knew that he would have to face it again someday. Until then, he continued as the liaison that Zarusa had made him.


Vitze's Epilogue:

As soon as Zarusa was done with the party, Vitze hit the road.

She wasn't afraid that anyone else might be hunting her. It would be some time before anyone in Cromk made anything of the fact that the elf and the dwarf hadn't returned, and if they even bothered to send someone else they wouldn't get to Selos for months.

No, she was just eager to get away from Zarusa, who she still suspected might secretly have been behind all this, not that Vitze would dislike her any less if she weren't. And Lanrezac, who thought he was so damned clever. And Nixak, who had the nerve to look down on her as if he was all sweetness and light. Kundak was inoffensive enough, but she wouldn't miss him any.

Boregloaf seemed alright, for a guard. Vitze tried to convince her to come along, but the goblin wouldn't be persuaded, so Vitze left alone.

As she walked out of Quera, she was uneasy. She was used to being on the inside of a plot, but the events of the last few weeks had made it clear that she (and, less importantly, everyone else in the world) was someone else's mark. This was unacceptable. She wouldn't let anybody get the best of her like that. And, with her new-found mastery of magic, she was sure she could do something about it. She would find these secret masters of the con, and if they didn't let her in on their game then she'd run them out of it.

An old lacewing once said there are two kinds of knowledge: the kind you know, and the kind you know where to get. Vitze was short on the former, but she had a good lead on the latter. So good, in fact, that she was willing to brave the jungle again to reach it. A week later, she was outside the Oracle's home once again, hoping she'd be let in. . .


Khashen's Epilogue:

The Oracle of Selos continues his work to this day, with slightly more security. He still imparts knowledge to any who ask, regardless of whether or not asking was a good idea.


Khielik's Epilogue:

Khielik and the rest of the Hachel tribe continued to live a quiet existence in the jungles of Selos. Relatively undisturbed by the chaos that struck Selos, the humans gradually opened up trade with the major cities, thanks in large part to Nixak's efforts. 


Zarusa's Epilogue:

Zarusa's rule of Quera so far has been largely uneventful. Though the political scene of Selos is far from calm, she rules the city fairly as rebuilding efforts get under way. Her duties keep her in Quera now, but she is eager to hire adventurers to take care of... problems.

She still hears the occasional murmur of discontent in the city, but when she hears it (and she always does), it is quickly resolved. For now, her goal is to secure the city so that she can safeguard it from attack. Beyond that, none can guess at her motives.
